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It’s event season, and soon, festivals, races, markets, and other events will set up shop all over 

the country. As an event organizer or rental company, you know a lot of work goes on behind 

the scenes to make these events possible. Your team needs to move a variety of tents, tables, 

supplies, food, drinks, and other items in the blistering summer heat, so time, efficiency, and 

safety are a must. With Magliner material handling tools such as a motorized hand truck, setup 

can be a breeze. Here are a few tools to consider.  

 

 
 

Move Boxes with a Hand Cart 

 

Your employees and volunteers need to move a wide range of boxes and cases around the 

event area. From decorations and other small supplies to cases of drinks, a Magliner hand cart 

can make moving things easy. Stack boxes or cases on the hand truck and quickly wheel them 

into place. The Magliner hand cart is easy to use, making it a great tool for inexperienced 

community volunteers. They can get more done in less time, helping set the event up even 

faster. 

 

Keep Supplies Moving with a Convertible Hand Truck 

 

If the event is on relatively flat ground, a Magliner convertible hand truck can provide utility 

and convenience. It starts as the classic upright hand truck but quickly converts to a horizontal 

hand truck in four-wheel mode. This makes it easy to move oddly shaped items or more boxes 
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than you could otherwise stack on the hand truck. With a weight capacity of 1,000 pounds in 

four-wheel mode, this is the go-to tool for getting more done with less.  

 

Wheel Equipment Into Place with a Heavy Duty Hand Truck 

 

Moving heavy equipment like sound systems via a team lift in the summer heat can be 

extremely taxing, not to mention slow. Instead, use a heavy duty hand truck to eliminate the 

need for team lifts. With a Magliner heavy duty hand truck, you also get options such as a self-

retracting ratchet strap, side wings, and a fourth wheel assembly. All of these features can help 

keep larger items like speakers and appliances secure and safe. 

 

Pitch Event Tents with a Powered Hand Truck 

 

The Magliner powered hand truck is highly versatile. Not only can it move large, heavy items up 

to 1,000 pounds, across virtually any terrain, but it also has quick-change front plates for even 

more adaptability. One of these front plates can help erect event tents. With the Magliner 

powered hand truck, it’s easy to erect event tents quickly. It’s often a harder job and takes 

plenty of coordination and time, and the right tool can help your employees and volunteers 

meet the challenge.  

 

Find the material handling tools you need to make event setup easier this summer at 

https://www.magliner.com/ 

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3x6Ppgn  
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